Breaking new ground

SFirm - COMFORT

Hassle-free solutions for
innovative financial management
With our SFirm COMFORT package you will
receive all the functionalities of our BASIC version, to which we have added some attractive
functionalities in order to make it even easier for
you to work with SFirm.

Overview of your benefits:
Time-controlled and repeated 'multi-account
retrieval'
Simultaneously create and manage repeated
multi-account retrieval orders for all desired
accounts. This will accelerate your work in
SFirm considerably, particularly if you have a
large number of accounts.

E-mail notifications
You can be notified by e-mail to alert you of
various events (e.g. error protocols). This
means that you are always kept informed of
important events, allowing you to respond immediately.

pdf printouts and e-mail dispatch
Protocols, analysis sheets or account movements/account balances can be printed off, but
they can also be stored as .pdf files and sent as
e-mail. This provides you with the option to
manage your output flexibly and securely.

Enhanced user protocol
The enhanced protocols allow you to track all
major events in a transparent manner, e.g.
changes to or the creation or deletion of payment instructions. This offers transparent documentation at all times of which changes have
been made within SFirm and by whom.
Graphic presentation of balances over time
The graphic presentation of your balances permits you a rapid overview of all your account
balances. This means that you can track the
development of your liquidity over a period determined by yourself.
Signature folder (app)
With the Signature folder on your smartphone/
tablet, you can approve or reject EBICS payments, and get information about your company's pending payments.
You don't need to generate or initialize a new
key: your existing electronic key from SFirm is
easily and securely transferred.
We provide you with 3 license codes in the
SFirm COMFORT package.

